Student Information:

Family Name, First Name __________________________________________

Matrikel-No.: __________________________

Freely selectable:

Lectures in the context of the S-module span 4 SWS (hours per semester week) and lab parts 6 weeks. Some options are described below:

• One complete A module (including seminar / lecture performance and exam);
• One A module-lecture (without seminar / presentation) and one P-module lecture (either A-module exam or test for P-lecture);
• 3 P module lectures (with examination for one of the P-lectures);
• External lab (as an international or industry internship with 6 credits = about 6 weeks);
• Internal lab of with 6 credits = about 6 weeks - this internship must not be carried out in a working group in which a P-module is carried out before or after;
• Additional lectures, seminars, internships inside and outside the University – these module parts must be discussed with and approved by the mentor;
• part of specialization studies (see below 5)).

This module is accepted and the credit points are recorded only after a successfully passed examination (see also the module handbook). There are several possible examination forms (oral, written, presentation) that can be agreed by examiner and student.
Type of Lessons:
Title: ______________________________________________________________
Institute/Seminar/Faculty: ____________________________________________
Semester (WS/SS 20..): _____________________________________________
Lecturer: __________________________________________________________________
Hours per semester week: ______

Type of Lessons:
Title: ______________________________________________________________
Institute/Seminar/Faculty: ____________________________________________
Semester (WS/SS 20..): _____________________________________________
Lecturer: __________________________________________________________________
Hours per semester week: ______

Type of Lessons:
Title: ______________________________________________________________
Institute/Seminar/Faculty: ____________________________________________
Semester (WS/SS 20..): _____________________________________________
Lecturer: __________________________________________________________________
Hours per semester week: ______

Type of experimental Projects:
Title: ______________________________________________________________
Institute/Seminar/Faculty: ____________________________________________
Semester (WS/SS 20..): _____________________________________________
Lecturer: __________________________________________________________________
Hours per semester week: ______
The chosen courses are admitted for the Supplementary Module:

________________________
(Date and Signature Mentor)

Information on the examination:

Examiner: ________________________________

Date of Exam: __________________________

Kind of Exam: ____________________________

Result of Exam (1,0 bis 4,0 bzw. 5,0): __________

Signature of Examiner: ______________________

Oral exam use please the back as a protocol,
Written exam: please add the exam documents with assessments to be put into archives

Protocol of the oral exam and/or presentation

Student: ________________________________

Examiner: ________________________________

Assessor: ________________________________

Start of the exam (Date, Time): ______________

End of the exam (Time): __________________

Result of the exam (1,0 bis 4,0 bzw. 5,0): ______________

Signature Examiner: ________________________________

Signature Assessor: ________________________________